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Week 0ne
Away to the highlands



The very exciting beginning of the trip, 23 Juy 2015, bound for Hong Kong. My thoughts couldn't process the fact that I was about to see my Lauren
and her James after more than two years. Excitement was high. As I haven't travelled in Asia much, flying in over hilly Hong Kong was fascinating.



A wee reminder of the horrendous final leg from HK (where I lost my glasses) to London. Couldn't believe the literally thousands of exhausted
people queueing at customs, shuling forward a step at a time. I was at the very, very end of my tether trying to get though this lot. It was nearly

midnight by the time I got to Edinburgh... but...





Sometime around midnight my dear ones met me, bless them (they woudl have caught the bus) in a deserted EDN airport, then by taxi to their home, & my home for over 2 weeks
with their flatmates Pippa and Erin in Stuart Crescent, Corstorphine. High on adrenaline I talked into the wee hours to my weary children.





Day one was a perfect start - a lounge around talking in the morning, and an afternoon walk from home to the nearby Cammo Estate., rural and peaceful. I saw the Scottish
countrysdie and nature up close, a dierent kind of earth and sky to home, but just as powerful in its silent song. The greens are soft, the trees silky, the flowers muted, the growth

abundant (raspberries everywhere). But few birds. And avenues beckon the urge to explore.







The air was humid. This being midsummer, flowers and fields of grain were coming to their peak. Further in to the estate along the grassy pathways,
black slugs were fairly numerous! Just clinging to the leaves, on the paths... not a sight I'd seen before.









Raspberries are an abiding memory. All along in the undergrowth to the side of the paths were wild raspberry hedges. We couldn't resist, first eating
them, then gathering them into a red scarf I happened to be wearing, to take home for a crumble Lauren whipped up for dessert. Later, on my last

afternoon, I came back to say goodbye, and the berries were still abundant.





Next day, a bit more action. We took a bus into the city and walked, just looking so I could get my bearings for later in my holiday when Lauren and
James would be back at work. Princes St, the parks, the castle, the Harry Potter-ishness of it all. Beautiful.





Stockbridge Market. Many things in Scotland reminded me of Thelma, a big presence in our family, who had loved Scotland with a passion. Her
memories, habits and ways that she'd brought back to NZ were always with her. So the stall selling what looked just like her baking (iced biscuits,

shortbread, oat biscuits), and the "Scotch Eggs" suddenly brought her back and I began to understand, from then and through the trip, a bit more of
what made her tick.





Our city walkabout included (after a long wait) a lovely lunch at Urban Angel, one of 'the' cafes to eat at in the city., a few steps down below street level.



GOTHIC, SPECTCULAR, ROMANTIC



MONDAY, 27 JULY. Our Highland road trip began with a drive north from Edinburgh through Callander, a lovely village where we stopped for coee
and then pressed on towards Fort William, and beyond through Glencoe to Lochcarron where we would stay a few nights.



This long day's driving took us through the most remarkable landscape where every stretch and turn of the road took us
between and among massive beasts of mountains ("Bens") - primeval, magnificent. Our destination was Lochcarron, a peaceful

village nestled along the lakefront of a sea loch near the Isle of Skye.

















Another reminder of Thelma, who wanted us to name Dad's farm Invergarry. She must have loved this country.

"Even on the finest summer day there is a sense of leaving the modern world behind - the galleries and theatres of Edinburgh, the cosmopolitan eating places of Glasgow - and
entering another country, where human aairs are dwarfed by the capaciousness of the landscape, and Giants would be the most appropriate inhabitants."

(Pegg, B., 2012, Highland Folk Tales, p. 15).









At last, Lochcarron. So beautiful. The cottage we were to stay at, we
could see, is someone's obsession. The heavy, portholed front door

wedged tightly into its gap has to be heaved open. It would surely be
dry here in a storm. You almost need to stoop to enter. From this

moment it feels like you're entering a ship captain's cabin.



In video of this view (top) seagulls' faint cries can be heard tossed up from the loch on a
light breeze. We are far from the world here.





The house is packed with amusements should the spectacular location not be enough. The visitors' book tells the tale of a holiday spot loved by many.
Everywhere is remarkable memorabilia, mostly relating to ships but also cartography, Landrovers, movie stars, flags. Packed to the gunnels. Much of the interior has been refitted

with repurposed timber, rope, brass catches, doors fashioned out of something else, pulleys, laundry racks. Bordering on bizarre but somehow heroic.

Here we spent three nights between four unforgettable days of touring, warm in our ship's cabins, moored on the slopes above Lochcarron.









Next day: the Fairy Pools at the foot of the Cuillin Mountains. A gravel trail winds over
the broad tilt of foothills toward the slate grey peaks, and the falls just below,.















The scale of the landscape dwarfs us. This is a playground for giant children, or Gods, to stride and hurl things. With backs to the Cuillns, you can see rounder hills - still massive -
roll away one in front of the next as far as the eye can see.







"On the Inner Hebridean Isle of Skye are...spectacular sights. One of these is the magnificent 90 m Kilt Rock, which looks strikingly similar to a pleated kilt. Made up of basalt
columns resting on a sandstone base, one might even say that the colors of the rock formation appear almost tartan...Beyond these visual treats there is also an aural element to

the site. When a strong wind is blowing while one observes the sights, a beautiful yet haunting tone appears to come from the surrounding area. Disguised, the instrument
emitting the eerie noise is actually the fencing that surrounds the lookout point. Holes facing the sea allow wind in to the piping, turning the safety feature into an organ of sorts to

accompany the breathtaking views o the north-eastern coast of Skye."

The wind this day was fiercely cold o the North Sea: I could hardly stand steady to take the photos.





The Old Man of Storr is a large pinnacle of rock created by a massive ancient landside.
As we drove by, he stood out eerily from swirling mist. Blurry shot from moving car.







Following the coastline of the Isle of Skye we passed through the village of Portree. Hungry and tired, we ate fish and
chips before looking for another recommended seaside village, Plockton, on the way home.



Portree is pretty, hunched in against the hill. Late in the day by now, we headed o somewhat wearliy via a woodland bypass to Plockton. Magical
country where there could be fairies. Out in the hazy distance, a ruined castle overlooked the bay.









P L O C K T O N







A place that time forgot.





On day 3, the Applecross Peninsula. Out to our left, toward the island of Raasay
(beyond the coo). More rocky and unearthly in parts, a dierent landscape.





They'll tell you I talked a lot about the sheep. No fences. More like goats, they graze and
forage. Rounded, chewing their cud, they look contented, cared for.









On the last evening at Lochcarron the shifts of sunlight on the hills on the other side of the loch touched the high ground with gold. Soft chalky greys of sky merged into dark
velvety blues of high country at the horizon, butted against vivid greens lit by the sun.



The water has the sheen of silk: sometimes steely grey, sometimes navy blue where the dark hills cast a wash of
reflected colour. The blue-green hill and mountain slashes left to right, while the master work of soft sky and cloud has

its equal and opposite in the sheet of water spread below.





The silk of water becomes transparent over coloured stones a few
metres beyond my feet. Now, a line of sight slicing from where I stand
through the clear shallows and spread of silky sheen, cutting directly

across the loch and taking my eye to the smoky navy smudge of
mountain and cloud at vanishing point.



The main street of cottages, small houses and shops is tucked in between shore and hill behind. Every single building has its charm. In the still warmth of this summer evening,
many front doors were open to their small porches and wee front gardens, most beautifully tended.



Words fail me. I'll never foget this uttelry beautiful, tranquil village. I walked its length one evening as the day waned. The light was magical.



















Our last day began with a stop at Eilean Donan, where a lone piper played and crowds trailed the path behind him and out to the castle.
"Eilean Donan Castle is one of the most recognised castles in Scotland, and probably appears on more shortbread tins and calendars than any other. It is, without doubt, a Scottish
icon...When you first set eyes on it, it is easy to understand why so many people flock to its stout doors year after year. Strategically located on its own little island, overlooking the
Isle of Skye, at the point where three great sea-lochs meet, and surrounded by the majestic splendour of the forested mountains of Kintail, Eilean Donans setting is truly breath-
taking"..."The name Eilean Donan, or island of Donan, is most probably called after the 6th century Irish Saint, Bishop Donan. The first fortified structure was not built on the island

until the early 13th century as a defensive measure, protecting the lands of Kintail against the Vikings who raided, settled and controlled much of the North of Scotland and the
Western Isles between 800 and 1266."







"Surrounded by the fine Grampian Mountains and woodland scenery,
Braemar is a delightful village ...The peaceful countryside, nearby castles

and whisky distilleries make it ideal place for a break. Situated in the
spectacular mountain scenery of the Cairngorms National Park, it is a

heaven for walkers, climbers or wanderers. "



A lovely place to wander - traditional shops, a stream and waterfalls, all picturesque. Not
too far from Balmoral, the castle beloved of the Queen.











And so it was coming to an end, with the remainder of the day driving back to Edinburgh through dierent
landscapes again - the more rolling hills of the Grampians and Cairngorms. Many shots taken from the moving car.





Again I remember Thelma who used to talk fondly of 'The Cairngorms' and we never
knew what she was talking about....was it a place, or what?















And so the return to Edinburgh after the most incredible few days in the Highlands. Volume two will be my week in
Edinbrurgh, seeing that wonderful city in detail. But I'll never forget the wild romance of the Highlands. My last few

photos of the road trip are my view from the back seat, of dusk falling and the moon rising, as we pulled back into the
city.















A couple of days after our return to Edinburgh, before Lauren and James had to go back to work, we took a drive to
Kilbirnie so I could see Kilbirnie Auld Kirk where great-grandfather Henry Buchan was the Minister of the parish for

32 years. We didn't set o until late in the morning and then also it took a bit of figuring out how to get onto the right
highway. It seemed to take a long time to get there - it's a fair distance, beyond Glasgow a bit. A special thing for me

to do though.



I tried to imagine my grandmother, Jessie Buchan, there as a young woman, her father having been the Parish
Minister. Impossible really. But some of the facts are that my grandfather, Frederick Lemberg, stayed with the family
while on furlough recovering from injuries received at Paschaendale in WW1. The rest is history: they fell in love and

came to New Zealand to settle.



Lauren and James had already visited in winter, and found her great-
great-grandfather's tombstone.





Jessie Buchan as a young woman.



IN LOVING MEMORY OF HENRY RITCHIE BUCHAN, MINISTER OF THIS PARISH FOR 32 YEARS, DIED 16TH APRIL
1918, AGED 61

AND OF HIS WIFE, JESSIE BLACKWOOD ORR, DIED 22ND JANUARY 1942, AGED 76.

There seemed to be many Blackwoods and Orrs in the cemetery, so now I know why our mother was named Jessie
Blackwood Orr Lemberg, before marrying Dad.



Jessie Buchan travelled all the way to New Zealand where she and Frederick Lemberg married and they had four children. The photos of her as a young woman show a lovely face,
kind and sweet, dignified. The studio picture of her with Henry, their first born (named after her father?) shows her with the sweetest look of love as she turns to look at him, a

pretty baby, laughing.. How would it have been for her, I wondered, a young mother in a raw land without her family. She must have loved Fred a lot to leave all she knew behind,
knowing she'd never return.



And so on to the next week of the holiday, something new every day as I played tourist in Edinburgh.




